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ABSTRACT
The increasing complexity of software variants demands for variation management techniques suitable for industrial practice. As
“clone-and-own” with subsequent manual evolution still is a popular method to create software variants, this leads to product lines
that are difficult to maintain and evolve and can produce conflicts
when changes occur in both, product line and variant. Where general
approaches to differencing and merging handcrafted changes to products perform suboptimally, respecting assumptions on the structure
of the architecture can reduce the differencing search space and yield
better results. We present a novel method for differencing and merging hierarchical component-port-connector architectures based on
the F OCUS calculus. It leverages assumptions on the distribution of
components to facilitate calculating differences between architecture
versions and deriving delta bundles to update software products to
changes in the underlying product line. Through a (preliminary) survey with 27 participants, we compared the results of our method with
the results of manually differencing. The survey showed that this
method yields deltas and merge results that are considered correct by
the participants. Overall, we found that including assumptions about
the architectural style and that grouping related deltas into compact
bundles can greatly facilitate merging manually created and evolved
products back into their underlying product lines.

1

INTRODUCTION

Software is devouring the world: most of the systems we use on a
daily basis, the systems society relies upon, and industrial innovation
are driven by software. This growing complexity of software drives
industrializing software development. In particular, model-driven
engineering (MDE) [15] aims to reduce the gap between the problem
domain of discourse and the solution domain of software engineering.
To this effect, it leverages more abstract and possibly domain-specific
models as primary development artifacts. To support the modeling
of software architectures, research and industry have developed over
120 [23] architecture description languages [25]. These languages
have been successfully deployed to and used in various domains,
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such as automotive [18], avionics [13], or robotics [30]. However, in
many of these domains, reuse of software (documentation, models,
source code, etc.) among different products is a major challenge.
Research investigates methods and concepts to harness variability
modeling techniques [16], such as feature diagrams [5] or deltas [34],
to arrange the different constituents of software products in Software
Product Lines (SPLs) in such a way that their systematic reuse across
different products is supported.
While these contributions enable systematic reuse of software
development artifacts, the reality of software reuse often still relies
on manually copying and adjusting artifacts (so-called “clone-andown” [14]) methods. This severely complicates the evolution of products or product lines, as changes to individually evolved products
may need to be re-integrated into the originating product line. Performing the necessary differencing and merging activities manually
is costly and error-prone. Hence, there has been active research [24]
in automating both activities for various kinds of software development artifacts, such as architecture views [1], component and
connector architecture models [9], UML-based architectures [37],
Simulink models [20], and many more.
Many general approaches to differencing and merging perform
suboptimally due to solving overly generic challenges, whereas including assumptions about the used architectural style can reduce the
differencing search space and, hence, produce useful results more
efficiently. We present a novel method for the efficient differencing
and merging of hierarchical component-port-connector (CPC) architectures [25] that are based on the F OCUS calculus [6]. This method
rests on the assumption that the node degrees of CPC architecture
graphs often follow a power-law distribution [4]. Based on this, it
calculates related components and their differences between two versions of a CPC architecture and produces bundles of related deltas
(i.e., small architecture model transformations) that can be applied
to update manual changes from a predecessor product architecture
to a successor semi-automatically. Bundling related deltas relieves
architecture modelers from comprehending large sets of minuscule
deltas and it reduces errors as bundled deltas are applied en bloc,
hence omitting necessary deltas is impossible.
In the following, Section 2 introduces preliminaries and Section 3
presents a motivating example. Section 4 presents our method for
computing differences in CPC architectures and Section 5 explains
how the resulting deltas are used to merge architectures. Then, Section 6 presents a user study on the reception of our method’s results
regarding their use. Section 7 discusses our results. Section 8 highlights related work. Section 9 concludes.

2

PRELIMINARIES

We leverage delta modeling [10] to describe differences between
architecture models that are based on the F OCUS calculus [6, 31]
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Figure 1: Three versions of an architecture. Two versions evolved out of the same base.
for discrete software systems. Therefore, this section briefly recapitulates F OCUS, the definition of deltas following existing definitions [10, 21], and contains assumptions about the used CPC
architectures.

system control (e.g., BumpControl). Whether these are composed
themselves is not visible from the outside and, hence, fosters reuse
of components in different contexts.

2.3
2.1

F OCUS

Deltas

F OCUS is a mathematical framework for describing software-intensive systems as networks of stream-processing functions (SPFs). To
this end, the behavior of each component is defined by a function
from its input channels (i.e., a set of streams) to its output channels
(also a set of streams). Channels transport messages of their respective types in order of their transmission only—they do not have behavior on their own. The stream-processing functions of F OCUS are
mathematical objects that can be composed and refined [6]. Through
this, stepwise refinement, the process of starting with a set of underspecified functions (requirements) and decomposing and refining
these over time into fully specified functions (implementations) becomes possible and verifiable. For communication, F OCUS provides
three different timing paradigms (time-synchronous, untimed, and
timed). Out of these, we consider time-synchronous communication,
which is typical for embedded systems, only. In time-synchronous
systems, a global clock determines the progress of time and in each
time slice, a single message is passed on every channel.

Instead of using deltas to derive products of a delta-oriented SPL,
we use deltas to express the change operations needed to transform
one model version into another. Explicitly, a change operation op
is an atomic addition or removal of a model element, and a delta
δ = {op1 , . . . , opn } is a set of change operations [21] that can be
applied to a model mi to transform it into a model m j . The set of all
possible deltas is denoted as D.
Following [10], we define −(−) : D × M → M, where M is
the universal set of all models, to be the application function that
applies a delta to a model. Given δ ∈ D and m ∈ M, δ (m) ∈ M
is the model resulting from applying delta δ to model m. Deltas
can be chained by using the composition function · : D × D →
D [10]. Hence, (δy · δ x )(m) = δy (δ x (m)) denotes first applying
δ x to model m and then applying δy . We derive deltas δ 1 , . . . , δn ,
such that δm1,m2 = δ 1 · . . . · δn is a regression delta [22] explicitly
capturing the differences between arbitrary CPC architecture models.
The deltas chained by a regression delta do not necessarily lead to
valid models if applied individually.

2.2

3

MontiArc

While F OCUS is a pure mathematical framework, we use its realization in the MontiArc ADL [8, 17, 33] to evaluate our method. In MontiArc, component types are either atomic or composed and contain
subcomponents. The behavior of atomic components corresponds
to a single SPF, whereas the behavior of composed components
corresponds to the composition of functions. The subcomponents of
composed components communicate via the interfaces of directed
and typed ports defined in their respective component types. Following F OCUS, only components have behavior themselves, while
connectors between components transmit messages according to the
underlying timing paradigm only. More complex communication,
e.g., communication busses, would be modeled using components.
MontiArc can be easily tailored to different domains [7] and we have
used it in automotive [12], robotics [2], and education [32].
Figure 1 illustrates three MontiArc architectures that represent
different versions of the decomposed BumperBot component type.
Each of these yields subcomponents providing the functionality of
sensors (such as Ultrasonic), of actuators (e.g., Motor), or of

EXAMPLE

A major challenge in the evolution of software is managing changes
across different artifacts or versions of the same artifact. Changes
in an artifact must be accompanied by corresponding changes to
dependent artifacts to ensure consistency. When several developers
are tasked with evolving software, their changes must be brought
together and conflicting changes need to be resolved. We compare
and merge versions of an architecture that evolved out of the same
base version.
Consider the example in Figure 1 that shows three versions of
the BumperBot CPC architecture. The example consists of the base
version, as well as two versions (v1, v2) that were developed independently by two different teams and evolved from the base version.
The base version consists of four components. The controller component of type BumpControl is connected via outgoing ports to two
components of type Motor that control locomotion. The environment of the BumperBot is captured by an ultrasonic sensor and the
corresponding component of type Ultrasonic that is connected
to the controller via an incoming port. In the first version, the de-

velopers replaced the Ultrasonic component by a component
of type Laser. To ensure consistency to the existing port of the
controller component, the developers also added a component of
type Conv that translates the signal of the laser component to a signal compatible with the controller’s interface. The developers also
added a third motor component to enhance mobility. In v2, the developers instead added a second port to the Motor type and connected
the two motor components to a component of type Dashboard to
provide a view onto the performance of the motor components.
When merging the two evolved versions v1 and v2, a decision
must be made whether to keep the ultrasonic component or replace
it with the laser component. The latter implies that the converter
component also needs to be selected, as the interface of the laser
component is incompatible with the controller component. Vice
versa, taking the converter component without the laser component
results in an ill-formed architecture, given that all ports need to be
connected. In addition, extending the type Motor with the outgoing
port from v2 also implies including the dashboard component in
the merge result. However, the change to the Motor type in v2 is
in conflict with the addition of a motor component in v1, as there
is no viable option to connect the component to. A method for
differencing and merging should entail both, identifying dependent
changes and successively abstracting from minuscule changes, as
well as identifying conflicting changes.

4

STRUCTURAL DIFFERENCING

In this section, we present an algorithm for finding deltas between
two CPC architectures, e.g., the base version and v1 from the example in Section 3. Combined, the identified deltas form a regression
delta between the architectures. This algorithm is based on a set of
assumptions that allow the algorithm to group the found deltas into
more compact delta bundles.
The node degrees of many networks, both man-made and naturally created, follow a power-law distribution [4]. In other words,
these networks contain a large number of nodes with only a small
number of connections and a small number of nodes with a large
number of connections. If we consider components to be nodes and
connectors to be edges, this pattern can also be found in software
architectures if one or multiple central controller components coordinate the data exchange between the other components. Many
architectural patterns incorporate some form of such a central component, e.g., bus-based architectures (which would model the bus
as a component in MontiArc). Note that the central controller only
needs to be at a central position in the architecture and ideally be
well-connected to the other components. Despite its name, this component does not actually have to control other components.
Assumption A1. The architectures to be analyzed follow a structure
in which one component acts as a central controller
This assumption allows us to derive contextual relationships between the components connected to the central controller. These
contextual relationships are leveraged to create more complex replacement operations that can replace components by components
with different names, types, or interfaces. We build those contextual
relationships based on the port of the central controller that a group
of components is connected to.

Assumption A2. If different groups of components are connected
to the same port of the controller in different versions of the architecture, these groups offer the controller a related functionality.
This is a reasonable assumption as ports with different functionality often come with different names or types. In case the architects
refactor parts of the architecture and connect different groups of
components to the central component, they will likely also change
the name or type of the port of the central component that the components are connected to. This assumption reduces the size of the
search space in which we have to compare components for similarity. As we work on the ports of the central controller, this central
controller needs to be present in both versions of the architecture. Using two different components as starting points for our differencing
could lead to calculating incorrect deltas.
Assumption A3. The controllers found in the two compared versions of the architecture are different versions of the same component
instead of two completely different controllers.
As already mentioned in [1], differencing two completely different architectures could be done by just deleting all nodes from the
first and adding all nodes of the second architecture. While these
deltas would be correct, we would not consider them useful. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume a certain level of similarity between
the compared architectures. The assumption of comparing two similar architectures is also made by related architecture differencing
algorithms such as [1].
Assumption A4. We compare two versions of the same architecture
instead of two completely different architectures.
The assumptions A1 - A4 allow our differencing algorithm to
produce deltas that do not only add or remove components but also
replace groups of components. Our algorithm does not produce
incorrect deltas when comparing architectures that do not follow our
assumptions about the architectural style (A1- A2). However, the
derived contextual relationships are less useful in this case, i.e., large
groups of components would be replaced by each other even though
they might not be contextually related.

4.1

Algorithm Description

In general, the differencing algorithm consists of six steps:
(1) Identify the controller components in both versions of the
architecture.
(2) Map the ports of the controller components to each other.
(3) Find the tree structure of components that is connected to
each port. If the graph of connected components contains a
circle, the spanning tree starting at the controller component
is chosen.
(4) Map the components of the trees identified in the previous
step to each other.
(5) Create deltas from component mappings.
(6) Bundle related deltas that should not be applied individually.
These steps are repeated for each hierarchy level, i.e., each subcomponent of a composed component, if two subcomponents in different
versions of the architecture are recognized as unequal versions of
each other. This leads to creating high-level deltas, which do not
require the user to understand low-level change operations. For exam-

ple, a delta that deletes a composed component only captures which
component it deletes but does not include the individual change
operations to delete every element within the composed component.
Step 1: Identify the controller components. First, we reduce
the search space by limiting the search for controller components
to the common subgraph induced by the components that are part
of both architectures. Even if the real controller component was
only added in a later revision of the architecture as the architecture
got more complex, it makes more sense to use two versions of the
same component as a starting point for further analysis. Using different components as controller components could lead to calculating
incorrect deltas.
Next, the component that has the largest number of connections
to other components is searched within the common subgraph. Since
the common subgraph only contains components that exist in both
versions of the architecture, connections to or from added or removed components are not considered in the calculation. In the case
that the common subgraph does not contain any connections, all
connectors of the first version of the architecture are considered
in the calculation. In the case that multiple components have the
same number of connections in the common subgraph, the algorithm
sums up the distances between these components and every other
component of the common subgraph. The algorithm chooses the
component that has the smallest sum of distances as controller. This
is done to ensure the central component has a central position in the
architecture.
Step 2: Map the ports of the controller components to each
other. The mapping of ports relies on multiple confidence levels.
First, the algorithm tries to match ports by searching for ports with
matching names and directions. If there are ports left for which no
counterpart could be found, the algorithm next searches for ports
with matching data type and direction. All ports that still cannot be
matched to a counterpart are considered new.
Step 3: Find spanning trees starting at the ports of the controller component. As mentioned above, we assume that groups
of components that are connected to the same port of the controller
in different versions of the architecture offer a related functionality.
Therefore, the algorithm builds spanning trees starting at each port
of the controller to find these groups of components. The main idea
of the spanning tree search is to start Breadth-First Searches (BFSs)
at the ports of the controller component. For each component connected to a port of the controller component, the algorithm starts
a BFS at the component that is directly connected to the controller
component. Each BFS only considers connections pointing in the
same direction, i.e., either away from or towards the already found
components. The direction is determined by the direction of the connection between the controller component and its direct neighbors.
As an exception to this rule, connections are also included in the BFS
if the components they add to the spanning tree would otherwise not
be found. Components can be part of multiple spanning trees. This
is resolved in step five by bundling deltas that should not be applied
individually.
Step 4: Map the components of the trees identified in the
previous step to each other. Spanning trees that are connected
to matching ports of the controller components are considered to

belong together. In this step, the algorithm matches the contents of
spanning trees that belong together.
Within each pair of trees, the algorithm first searches for components that have the same name and neighbors with the same names.
Similar to UMLDiff [37], these components serve as “landmarks”
to later recognize other components by their structural relations to
these landmarks. However, unlike UMLDiff, our approach also considers the names of the neighbors of each landmark. If the names
of the neighbors do not match, a component cannot be considered
to be a landmark. This prevents choosing moved components as
landmarks. Each landmark represents a group of currently one component, which can be extended in the following to create bigger
landmarks.
Next, all components that are not selected as landmarks are
matched by their relationship to the already existing landmarks.
For this purpose, the algorithm first creates so-called “crossings”.
Each crossing connects a landmark to a component that has not yet
been matched to its counterpart. Afterward, the algorithm tries to
match these crossings to each other. This is done by considering the
following three cases:
(1) There is exactly one crossing found in each architecture.
Therefore, the components that are not already matched can
be matched and form a new landmark.
(2) There is one crossing found in the one architecture and no
crossing in the other architecture. The component that is not
already matched gets added to the already existing landmark
it is connected to.
(3) There are multiple crossings found in both architectures. Here,
the algorithm tries to match by the type of components. If the
crossings do not connect components of the same types, it
tries to match components for which at least one component
type matches.
Figure 2 illustrates this procedure using the architectures in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b). Initially, only component a is selected as a
landmark, because the neighbors of components b, c, and d do not
match. Next, b is chosen as a second landmark according to case 1.
Then, component x from Figure 2(b) is mapped to component c from
Figure 2(a) because they share the same type. After the crossing
b → x is resolved, there is only one crossing in each version of the
architecture left. Therefore, case 1 is applied and component d forms
a new landmark. Lastly, component e is merged into the landmark
of component x because there is no corresponding crossing found
in the first architecture. Accordingly, two replacements are created:
[C c] → [C x, E e] and [D d] → [F d].
Step 5: Create deltas from component mappings. Now that we
have groups of matching components, the algorithm can create deltas
from these mappings. First, the algorithm creates replacements from
all component groups that could be matched in the previous steps.
Then the algorithm creates deletions for all components from the first
version of the architecture that could not be matched and additions
for all components from the second version of the architecture that
could not be matched.
Step 6: Bundle related deltas that should not be applied individually. Some of the deltas created in the previous step may lead
to malformed configurations. For example, if the architectures from
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Figure 2: Example for the structural mapping performed during step 4.
Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(c) are compared to each other, two replacements are created. Each of them replaces one of the motors by the
motor and the dashboard. However, applying only one of the deltas
would result in an architecture that contains a dashboard with only
one port. Therefore, the algorithm bundles those two replacements
so that it is not possible to create an invalid dashboard, i.e., one
with only one port, by applying only a subset of the created deltas.
Note that this step is not technically necessary. Instead, it provides
an error-prevention mechanism for human developers that decide
which deltas to apply when merging architectures. We choose which
components to bundle by looking at the types of components that
are affected by them. Deltas that affect one or more components of
the same type are bundled.
Formally, a delta bundle is a composite delta (cf. [10]) δm =
δ 1 · . . . · δk with respect to a model m, such that applying the delta
bundle to m yields a valid model, i.e., for a delta bundle δm it holds
that m ∈ M L =⇒ δm (m) ∈ M L , where M L ⊆ M is the set of all
models valid to the specification of modeling language L.

5

DELTA-BASED ARCHITECTURE
MERGING

SPLs enable developers to create a common product line architecture
that should be used among multiple variants of a product. Developers
derive architectures for concrete products by configuring which features they want to include in the product. As all generated artifacts,
the derived concrete architecture ideally should not be modified
manually. However, in practice developers may make modifications
to the derived architectures [11, 35]. This may lead to situations
in which the product line architecture and the derived architecture
are modified simultaneously. Updating a variant to changes in the
product line while preserving local changes requires sophisticated
techniques. In [35], the authors propose a method for updating variants using a “Three-Way-Merge”.
Three-Way-Merges compare three different versions of an artifact.
In this case, the unmodified base version (b) of the product line
architecture is compared to the modified product line architecture
(v 1 ) and the modified derived architecture (v 2 ). In general, one

base version is compared to two different modifications of the base
version. Merging the changes from both modifications cannot be
done fully automated in many cases [35]. Therefore, we provide a
way of merging three architectures, i.e., one base version and two
modifications to the base version, with the assistance of a developer.
However, merging architectures is an error-prone process. As
mentioned above, not all deltas may be applied individually because
doing so could lead to a malformed architecture. Moreover, deltas
may be contradictory and, therefore, not all combinations of deltas
may be applied. Therefore, we assist the developer by bundling
deltas that should not be applied individually (cf. Step 6 in Section 4)
and by detecting merge conflicts between deltas. This process is
shown in Figure 3. We consider two deltas that replace or delete
the same component of the original architecture to be in conflict
with each other. If the developer decides to merge two deltas that
are in conflict, we inform the developer about the conflict and ask
the developer to choose between the conflicting deltas. To reduce
the extraneous cognitive load (cf. [28]), we provide deltas on a high
level of abstraction, i.e., the developer is only told which component
groups should be added, removed, or replaced. Ports and connections
are hidden from the developer.
After the user has selected a set of deltas that can be used to
create a well-formed architecture, the deltas are applied to the base
architecture. Formally this corresponds to applying (δ 1 · . . . · δk )(b),
where δ 1 , . . . , δk are the deltas selected by the user. The deltas
δ 1 , . . . , δk are also part of the regression delta δb,v1 or δb,v2 . Next,
the result is exported to the original format. The deltas are applied
in hierarchical order, i.e., deltas modifying a composed component
are applied before deltas that modify its subcomponents.
Abstractly, the inner structure of each component is modeled as a
graph structure. Each instance of a subcomponent represents a node
in the graph and each connector represents an edge. This structure
allows us to apply deltas by modifying the graph. Additions and
deletion deltas can be realized by adding or removing nodes and
their attached edges. Note that if a component is between two other
components, e.g., component B in A → B → C, the disappearance
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Figure 3: Process of requesting a set of deltas to apply from the
user.
of this component would not be modeled as a Deletion but instead
as a Replacement to avoid having unused ports.
Replacements are realized by first removing a (sub)tree structure
from the graph. Then, the tree that should replace the former tree
structure is added. Lastly, we need to connect the root component of
the tree to the rest of the graph. If only one component is replaced,
we further consider the ports of that component. We use the same
algorithm described in step two of Section 4 to decide which ports
to replace with which other ports. The component that replaces the
previous component may not have all ports that were used by the
previous component. To avoid creating dangling connectors that
connect components to non-existent ports, we add all unmatched
ports of the replaced component to the new component.
After all selected deltas are applied, we export the architecture by
using the pretty-printer provided by MontiArc but instead of printing
the actual subcomponents, inner components and connections of
components, the contents of the graph structure are printed. This
allows us to export the architecture in the same format that it was
provided in, while also allowing us to replace the inner structure of
each component.
In summary, the overall merging process consists of four steps:
(1) Compare the base architecture to two modifications of the
base architecture and create deltas (cf. Section 4).
(2) Assist the developer in selecting a valid set of deltas, i.e., a set
of deltas that will produce a well-formed result (cf. Figure 3).
(3) Apply the set of deltas selected by the developer to the internal
representation of the base architecture.
(4) Export the architecture.

6

USER STUDY

We conducted a preliminary user study to investigate whether our
method for differencing and merging of CPC architectures yields
results (1) that are considered correct; (2) that compare to manually
merging software architectures; and (3) that provide intuitive benefits.
This manifests in the following three research questions:

• RQ1: Do the kinds of deltas (add, delete, replace, etc.) intuitively created by entry-level software practitioners match the
kinds of deltas used in our approach?
• RQ2: Are the identified deltas expressing differences between two architecture variants considered correct?
• RQ3: Is the merging result of architecture variants considered
correct?
We focus our research questions on entry-level software practitioners for multiple reasons: (1) They are the least likely to be
preoccupied with (types of) deltas produced by other tools and, thus,
can give appropriate “intuitive” deltas (RQ1) (2) Their lack of familiarity with differencing and merging makes them a likely group of
software practitioners who likely do not understand our results and,
therefore, consider them incorrect (RQ2-RQ3) (3) They are easier
to recruit for a user study than highly experienced software practitioners. Since our research questions aim at evaluating opinions,
we chose a survey as the evaluation type and handed out evaluation
tasks and questioners to willing participants to collect data.

6.1

Survey

The survey was executed through a handed out exercise sheet that
was designed for answering our research questions and consisted of
manual tasks for differencing and merging of architecture variants,
as well as a mix of open-ended and closed questions. The exercise
sheet consisted of four tasks:
(1) The participants were asked to reconstruct the differences between architecture variants developed by two different teams
and to express changes between these variants and a common
base as deltas. The architecture variants and the common base
were provided both as graphical and textual models. The architectures were the same as those shown in Figure 1 with the
exception that no third motor was added in the first version.
(2) The participants were asked to use the deltas they identified
in the first part to merge the two variants and provide the
resulting architecture as a graphical model, as well as the list
of deltas used for merging.
(3) The participants were provided with the differencing and
merging result of our method. This result included one delta
bundle consisting of two deltas and a short explanation of
what a delta bundle is. Participants were asked to compare
the result of our method to their own results and to explain
their assessment. Part three offered a free text area to answer
the questions.
(4) The participants were asked closed questions through a questionnaire.
We provided all participants with printed exercise sheets and
asked them to complete the tasks and answer the questions by a
specific date. Of those who received an exercise sheet, 27 completed
all tasks and returned the completed exercise sheet.

6.2

Threats to Validity

Our study is subject to threats to construct validity and external
validity. To limit the effects of the threats evaluation apprehension
and hypothesis guessing on construct validity, we guaranteed the
participants complete anonymity, informed them about the goal and
procedure of the study, and asked for honest answers. However, these

threats cannot be completely dismissed. Also, it is not possible to
exclude that participants misunderstood questions. We, therefore,
face threats to conclusion validity. Furthermore, our study faces
threats to external validity as the participants in the study mostly
have, giving our working context, a university background. The study
population can be called a convenience sampling, as participants
were mostly recruited from students and fellow software engineering
researchers, who were encouraged to also recruit their students as
well. Through threats of selection bias and convenience sampling,
the final study population may not be representative of the global
population of software developers. As the study did not include any
experienced developers, our results must be considered preliminary.
Moreover, the participants’ self-assessment on their experience is
prone to the Dunning-Kruger effect.

6.3

Observations

A total of 27 participants completed all tasks and questions in the
study. The participants were asked three closed questions about their
background experience. Answers to closed questions could be given
through a 5-point Likert scale, with answers ranging from 1 (no
experience or strongly disagree) to 5 (high experience or strongly
agree). Namely participants were asked about their experience with
software architectures (x MO D = 3, x = 3.22, s = 0.97), experience
with model differencing (x MO D = 2, x = 1.89, s = 0.70), and
experience with merging (x MO D = 3, x = 2.93, s = 1.00). 11 of the
participants (41%) stated that they have substantial experience (4 or
5) with software architectures. The respondents answered that they
have low experience with model differencing, as nobody stated that
they have above medium (3) experience.
To answer research question RQ1, the participants manually performed their own differencing of the provided architecture variants
and compared their results to our solution. Of the respondents, 18
provided at least basic add and delete operations, 7 only provided
replacement operations, and two provided high-level descriptions.
Of those who provided basic add and delete operations, two also
provided replacement operations and three provided additional operations such as modify, define component type, and create inner
component.
Regarding research question RQ2, the participants were tasked
to compare their differencing solutions to the solution we provided
and asked whether they consider the deltas identified in our solution
to be correct. The deltas provided by our method included one delta
bundle consisting of two deltas. In a closed question 20 (74%) of the
respondents agreed or fully agreed that the deltas identified by our
method are correct (x MO D = 5, x = 4.12, s = 1.03). The participants
also agreed with our differencing solutions in the open text questions,
but two respondents stated that the compactness of our solution made
some changes more difficult to identify and that they would prefer
more detailed solutions.
Research question RQ3 focused on merging architecture variants.
To answer the research question, the participants were asked to
compare their merging solutions with the solution we provided, and,
in closed questions, if they consider our solution to be correct.Of
the respondents, 25 (82%) agreed or fully agreed that the provided
solution is correct (x MO D = 5, x = 4.77, s = 0.51).
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DISCUSSION

Our approach to differencing and merging hierarchical CPC architectures incorporates assumptions about the architectural style (A1-A2)
to facilitate matching architectural elements and hence produces
meaningful results more efficiently. These assumptions restrict our
algorithm to comparing multiple versions of the same architecture as
it occurs when developing an SPL. If semantically different groups
of components are connected to the same ports of the central controller in different versions of the architecture (A2 not met), the
algorithm will only produce trivial or counterintuitive deltas, e.g.,
very small add/delete operations or very large replacement operations that replace unrelated functionalities. If our algorithm operates
on two completely different input architectures not coming from the
same product line (A3 and A4 are not met) it will either produce
trivial or incorrect results. If two versions of the same component
are identified as controller component but the architecture overall is
very different (A4 not met), the algorithm will produce trivial results.
If two completely different components are assumed to be different
versions of the central controller (A1/A3 not met), the algorithm will
produce incorrect deltas, i.e., deltas where δm1,m2 (m 1 ) , m 2 . We
consider this assumption of matching at least one pair of different
versions of the same controller component to serve as a starting
point for our further differencing to be reasonable as we still allow
the matched controller components to have different interfaces and
behaviors.
As with other approaches, our goal is to produce results comparable to those of manual differencing and merging processes. Different
participants identified different kinds of deltas (RQ1). According to
their solutions, it should be considered whether providing not only
generic add and delete operations but also more complex change
operations could be useful. By leveraging delta modeling we are
able to express differences between two architecture versions as a
set of change operations needed to transform one architecture into
the other. Through grouping of related change operations we then
abstract from minuscule changes. Furthermore, we bundle deltas that
lead to invalid intermediate architecture models if applied one-byone. This grouping and bundling can simplify their use and reduce
errors, as deltas and their dependent deltas are applied en bloc during
the merging process. A majority of the study’s participants showed
acceptance for the deltas identified by our approach (RQ2). However,
as there is a greater deviation between the responses, the abstraction
from more fine-granular change operations has not been accepted
equally by all participants (RQ1/2). This is supported by participants explicitly having asked for more fine-granular deltas. Most
of the participants agree with our solution (RQ2). This implies that
grouping change operations and bundling deltas can be useful as it
reduces the number of change operations that have to be considered
while still providing correct results. In some cases, however, control
over more fine-grained change operations may be useful. To this end,
we support control over concrete change operations only on request.
Most of the participants also showed acceptance for our merging
solutions (RQ3). This insight is reinforced by the fact that a large
portion of the solutions of the manual merging is similar to the
solution of our approach. We conclude that our approach indeed produces results that are considered correct and comparable to manual
solutions (RQ2/3). However, the opinion of the study participants

does not necessarily represent the opinion of the global population of
software practitioners, as participants were recruited from students
and faculty members.
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RELATED WORK

Software merging has been excessively studied in the past [26]. However, while there is a wealth of techniques and tools for merging
programs (i.e., source code), support for model evolution has been
identified as a more recent challenge [27]. Model differencing, not
only as a prerequisite for model merging, has become an independent field of research and numerous model differencing approaches
have emerged [19], including identity matching [3], signature-based
matching [29], similarity-based matching [36], and semantic differencing [24]. Besides more general approaches, there exist matching
algorithms tailored to particular modeling languages that incorporate
knowledge about the languages’ semantics [27].
UMLDiff [37] is a structural-differencing algorithm for class diagrams that takes into account the UML semantics. Similar to our
approach, input models are converted to directed graphs and nodes
of the same conceptual entity are compared. The identification of
conceptually same entities is based on a name similarity and the
relationship to other entities. Concepts comparable to UMLDiff are
implemented in DSMDiff [20], which also uses graphs as underlying
data structure on which the differencing algorithm operates. This
algorithm successively traverses the hierarchy of the input models
while using signature and structural similarity matching to identify
matches and differences. The approach, however, is applicable to
domain-specific models in general and meta-model independent. A
differencing approach specifically tailored to Component & Connector (C&C) architectures has been proposed in [1]. This approach is
also based on tree matching, but can only find one-to-one mappings
of components. [1] bases its delta finding algorithm on the cost of
transforming the names of the nodes in the compared trees into their
counterpart in the other tree. Like [1], we also use a name-based
search to find starting points, i.e., to create the initial landmarks
(cf. Section 4), but our algorithm also takes the connections of components to their neighbors into account to find groups of related
components. This allows our algorithm to find more complex replacement operations such as replacing one component by multiple
components instead of the one-by-one replacements of [1]. However,
[1] can also detect hierarchical move operations that are not considered by our algorithm. As future work, the two algorithms could
be combined by using [1] to find the differences in the hierarchy of
components while using our algorithm to compare components on
the same hierarchy level.
Developed for message-driven C&C architectures, a method for
semantic differencing [9] enables comparing the behaviors of components. The method transforms architectures into Büchi automata
before proving refinement for component versions which yields
counter-examples (witnesses) for non-refining component pairs.
In contrast to the presented approaches, our algorithm assumes
an identifiable controller component from which we can span subtrees in order to reliably detect matches and content-related changes.
This allows us to abstract from fine-grained change operations and
thus increase the ease of use while avoiding errors by bundling
interdependent deltas.
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CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel method to calculate differences between
different model versions of hierarchical component-port-connector
architectures that assumes a power-law distribution to identify sets
of related changes. These sets of related changes are represented
as abstract deltas that support understanding and application of differences. Further bundling of deltas prevents the creation of invalid
models. To investigate the perceived correctness of the differences,
we conducted a survey with 27 participants. The results show that
abstracted deltas are considered correct to compare architecture
models and our three-way merge based on deltas produces results
as expected by the participants. Overall, we found that leveraging
the domain-specific consideration of the power-law distribution as a
basis for calculating model differences as delta bundles can improve
differencing and merging of architecture variants.
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